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I was completely overwhelmed when we first started planning our wedding. I was flabbergasted
by how much people were spending and how everything just seemed so obligatory and
mainstream. I knew there had to be an authentic and cheaper way for us to get married and
enjoy a honeymoon. Here's what I learned and how we had an amazing wedding &
honeymoon for under $3,500!

From the Inside Flapiny nation, just four years old — it's population well below the 4 million
mark — determined that it would build the world's longest railroad across empty country, much
of it unexplored. This decision — bold to the point of recklessness — was to change the lives of
every man, woman and child in Canada and alter the shape of the nation.Using primary
sources — diaries, letters, unpublished manuscripts, public documents and newspapers —
Pierre Berton has reconstructed the incredible decade of the 1870s, when Canadians of every
stripe — contractors, politicians, financiers, surveyors, workingmen, journalists and
entrepreneurs — fought for the railway, or against it.The National Dream is above all else the
story of people. It is the story of George McMullen, the brash young promoter who tried to
backmail the Prime Minister; of Marcus Smith, the crusty surveyor, so suspicious of authority
he thought the Governor General --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
the Back CoverIn 1871, a tiny nation, just four years old -- it's population well below the 4
million mark -- determined that it would build the world's longest railroad across empty country,
much of it unexplored. This decision -- bold to the point of recklessness -- was to change the
lives of every man, woman and child in Canada and alter the shape of the nation.Using
primary sources -- diaries, letters, unpublished manuscripts, public documents and
newspapers -- Pierre Berton has reconstructed the incredible decade of the 1870s, when
Canadians of every stripe -- contractors, politicians, financiers, surveyors, workingmen,
journalists and entrepreneurs -- fought for the railway, or against it.The National Dream is
above all else the story of people. It is the story of George McMullen, the brash young
promoter who tried to blackmail the Prime Minister; of Marcus Smith, the crusty surveyor, so
suspicious of authority he thought the Governor General was speculating in railway lands; of
Sanford Fleming, the great engineer who invented Standard Time but who couldn't make up
his mind about the best route for the railway. All these figures, and dozens more, including the
political leaders of the era, come to life with all their human ambitions and failings. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorPIERRE BERTON was one of
Canada’s most popular and prolific authors.From narrative histories and popular culture, to
picture and coffee table books to anthologies, to stories for children to readable, historical
works for youth, many of his fifty books are now Canadian classics.Born in 1920 and raised in
the Yukon, Pierre Berton worked in Klondike mining camps during his university years. He
spent four years in the army, rising from private to captain/instructor at the Royal Military
College in Kingston. He spent his early newspaper career in Vancouver, where at 21 he was
the youngest city editor on any Canadian daily. He wrote columns for and was editor of
Maclean’s magazine, appeared on CBC’s public affairs program “Close-Up” and was a
permanent fixture on “Front Page Challenge” for 39 years. He was a columnist and editor for
the Toronto Star and was a writer and host of a series of CBC programs.Pierre Berton received
over 30 literary awards including the Governor-General’s Award for Creative Non-Fiction (three



times), the Stephen Leacock Medal of Humour, and the Gabrielle Leger National Heritage
Award. He received two Nellies for his work in broadcasting, two National Newspaper awards,
and the National History Society’ s first award for “distinguished achievement in popularizing
Canadian history.” For his immense contribution to Canadian literature and history, he was
awarded more than a dozen honourary degrees, is a member of the Newsman’s Hall of Fame,
and is a Companion of the Order of Canada.Pierre Berton passed away in Toronto on
November 30, 2004. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"Pierre
Berton is a chronicler of the first order who has brought photographic clarity to the great and
the corrupt, to the zealots and the dreamers associated with Canada's first great vision of
linking steel threads to the nation's fabric."—Montreal Star --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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AuthorIntroduction Eric proposed to me on December. 23, 2015, at Wildcat Inn & Tavern in
Jackson, New Hampshire. One of the first places we ever stayed together, the tavern is our
secret, kid-free hideaway and one of our treasured spots.He reserved the Red Bar in the dining
room, with a roaring fire and its red walls. We had the place to ourselves!After he popped the
question (and I said YES! obviously), I cried a little - he cried a little. We had drinks with live
music playing in the background. We texted everyone, giggled and kissed and held hands. We
talked about weddings and blurted out our goals for ours.In the morning, we woke up under
patchwork quilts, the mountains out the window and the tavern bustling quietly downstairs.It
was perfect!“We should get married in October.” I said dreamily on the ride home, as the trees
zipped past the car.“Yes.” he agreed with a smile that said that he, too, was imagining New
Hampshire in the fall.After the initial shock and amazement wore off, I became suddenly and
viciously aware that we had a wedding to plan…..and I had NO IDEA what that meant!I had
attended 3 weddings in my lifetime. Before the most recent one, I had to ask the bride what the
procedure was because I didn’t know anything about ceremonies or receptions.The notion of
cost eluded me, as did anything that might be considered traditional or customary. Forget
etiquette - I simply had zero idea what it all meant!So, I did what I always do when faced with
an insurmountable pile of conflict.Google.That’s right. I google searched the living crap out of
the internet and was quickly tearing my hair out. I was overwhelmed, admittedly. All I saw was
lace invitations, rehearsal dinners and frigging flip flops for 75 guests. And crudités on every
menu. WTF are crudités??? Strapless gowns, white tulle and cowboy boots. I learned 25
different ways to say “get married“. Every photo gallery was unique but they all seemed so
similar.I read numerous blogs and watched many videos. I contacted more vendors and
venues than I can count, read until my eyes were bloodshot and my head was about to explode
from the sheer magnitude of it.I was Freaking Out, Man! We (I?) changed our plan damn
near 10 times, and probably drove our family and friends to the brink of madness. Not to
mention the impact on Eric, who took it all well in stride, considering what I was putting him
through! But hey, he knew what he was getting into when he got down on that knee!I must
admit that when I started learning about average (low) wedding budgets, all I could think was:
That’s The Price of A New Car!But then, I am a natural and chronic cheapskate.Most people
set a budget for their wedding. This is to be expected, but when I asked one of my own
wedding guests about her wedding photos, she said, “We couldn’t afford one.”I couldn’t wrap
my head around any of this and I knew there had to be another answer, another way to get
married!Ultimately, we spent under $3,500 on our wedding AND honeymoon, which was 5
nights, 6 days long, and included a hot air balloon ride. Without the $500 balloon ride, it would
have been even cheaper!We had a 60 person guest list, a bridal party of 8, plus Eric & me. Our
wedding had some traditional elements and some non traditional ones; I didn’t wear white and
we didn’t do any of the customary dances.It was planned in less than 6 months overall, but
when you hear the story, you’ll find that it was planned in less than 2.My friends still rave about
how awesome it was, and our wedding/honeymoon has been referred to as Off The Chain!I
feel pretty good about that, considering our budget was next to nothing and I'm a complete



space cadet.Our wedding was beautiful, relaxed, and fun and we spent most of it laughing and
enjoying ourselves. Still to this day, we listen frequently to our wedding playlist on
YouTube.Plenty of things went wrong, and as I write this intro, I am unsure of how much I will
be including on that note, but it’s laughable how many things veered off course that day!In
those 6 months before, I spoke with many other brides facing similar challenges regarding
budget and the stress associated with planning a wedding in general. I amassed a great deal
of knowledge, and resources that, hopefully, can help you with planning your wedding!Yes,
there is a lot of footwork to be done, and you will probably have to do more investigative
research than a college student. You will stalk locations on the internet like a ninja, and take
note of what other brides are doing via social media group pages. Many things will be DIY (Do
It Yourself). Perhaps, however, you are more resourceful than me, and can find ways to reduce
the DIY component.I should note right now:This book is for those on an extremely low budget
who still want to have a nice wedding.It is not to down those with higher budgets, or to say
there is anything wrong with being extravagant on your wedding day. By all means, if you got it,
flaunt it! There is nothing wrong with going all out, paying full price for vendors and buying
insanely expensive wedding favors. It’s just that not all engaged couples can afford to do so.On
the flipside, no one should feel ashamed or embarrassed that their wedding is lower budget
than others! You do what you gotta do...for YOU! I loathe some of the common wedding things,
like rehearsal dinners. I get the why, but there are ways to do this that don’t have a “per plate”
tag attached.I’m here to say: Friends, do not despair!I’m here to tell you that you can totally
plan an inexpensive wedding that will be a cherished memory for years to come! With some
research, footwork and solid planning, you, too, can have an amazing wedding and a
honeymoon for Under $3,500!Chapter OneStatistics According to a mash up of statistics I
gathered online, there are: %Ï Over 2 million weddings per year in the US%Ï An average of
about 150 guests per wedding%Ï Brides spending $1,500 plus on their dresses%Ï $2,000 plus
spent on the rings.%Ï Wedding budgets averaging $20,000-$30,000. Insert record skip here!
Hold up.

I had attended 3 weddings in my lifetime. Before the most recent one, I had to ask the bride
what the procedure was because I didn’t know anything about ceremonies or receptions.The
notion of cost eluded me, as did anything that might be considered traditional or customary.
Forget etiquette - I simply had zero idea what it all meant!So, I did what I always do when faced
with an insurmountable pile of conflict.Google.That’s right. I google searched the living crap out
of the internet and was quickly tearing my hair out. I was overwhelmed, admittedly. All I saw
was lace invitations, rehearsal dinners and frigging flip flops for 75 guests. And crudités on
every menu. WTF are crudités??? Strapless gowns, white tulle and cowboy boots. I learned 25
different ways to say “get married“. Every photo gallery was unique but they all seemed so
similar.I read numerous blogs and watched many videos. I contacted more vendors and
venues than I can count, read until my eyes were bloodshot and my head was about to explode
from the sheer magnitude of it.I was Freaking Out, Man! We (I?) changed our plan damn
near 10 times, and probably drove our family and friends to the brink of madness. Not to
mention the impact on Eric, who took it all well in stride, considering what I was putting him
through! But hey, he knew what he was getting into when he got down on that knee!I must
admit that when I started learning about average (low) wedding budgets, all I could think was:
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my head around any of this and I knew there had to be another answer, another way to get
married!Ultimately, we spent under $3,500 on our wedding AND honeymoon, which was 5
nights, 6 days long, and included a hot air balloon ride. Without the $500 balloon ride, it would
have been even cheaper!We had a 60 person guest list, a bridal party of 8, plus Eric & me. Our
wedding had some traditional elements and some non traditional ones; I didn’t wear white and
we didn’t do any of the customary dances.It was planned in less than 6 months overall, but
when you hear the story, you’ll find that it was planned in less than 2.My friends still rave about
how awesome it was, and our wedding/honeymoon has been referred to as Off The Chain!I
feel pretty good about that, considering our budget was next to nothing and I'm a complete
space cadet.Our wedding was beautiful, relaxed, and fun and we spent most of it laughing and
enjoying ourselves. Still to this day, we listen frequently to our wedding playlist on
YouTube.Plenty of things went wrong, and as I write this intro, I am unsure of how much I will
be including on that note, but it’s laughable how many things veered off course that day!In
those 6 months before, I spoke with many other brides facing similar challenges regarding
budget and the stress associated with planning a wedding in general. I amassed a great deal
of knowledge, and resources that, hopefully, can help you with planning your wedding!Yes,
there is a lot of footwork to be done, and you will probably have to do more investigative
research than a college student. You will stalk locations on the internet like a ninja, and take
note of what other brides are doing via social media group pages. Many things will be DIY (Do
It Yourself). Perhaps, however, you are more resourceful than me, and can find ways to reduce
the DIY component.I should note right now:This book is for those on an extremely low budget
who still want to have a nice wedding.It is not to down those with higher budgets, or to say
there is anything wrong with being extravagant on your wedding day. By all means, if you got it,
flaunt it! There is nothing wrong with going all out, paying full price for vendors and buying
insanely expensive wedding favors. It’s just that not all engaged couples can afford to do so.On
the flipside, no one should feel ashamed or embarrassed that their wedding is lower budget
than others! You do what you gotta do...for YOU! I loathe some of the common wedding things,
like rehearsal dinners. I get the why, but there are ways to do this that don’t have a “per plate”
tag attached.I’m here to say: Friends, do not despair!I’m here to tell you that you can totally
plan an inexpensive wedding that will be a cherished memory for years to come! With some
research, footwork and solid planning, you, too, can have an amazing wedding and a
honeymoon for Under $3,500!Chapter OneStatistics According to a mash up of statistics I
gathered online, there are: %Ï Over 2 million weddings per year in the US%Ï An average of
about 150 guests per wedding%Ï Brides spending $1,500 plus on their dresses%Ï $2,000 plus
spent on the rings.%Ï Wedding budgets averaging $20,000-$30,000. Insert record skip here!
Hold up.Maybe I am in the minority here (I doubt it), but I know almost no one personally with
that high of a budget, and we certainly couldn’t swing that! I wasn’t expecting my parents, his
parents or anybody else to pay for it, that’s for sure! I knew so many people who had paid for
their own weddings that I wondered if “dowry” was even a thing any more.We didn't have
money saved up. Plus, we had just had a baby and I hadn't returned to work as expected.
$1,500 on a dress?! Yeah right.Very early in my research, I discovered that a “cheap” wedding
was $10,000, and I think this was the point I started to sweat.There was not a chance in hell
we could afford even a “cheap” wedding.The average cost of a wedding in New England is over
$40,000, for goodness sake!! Gah!Might I add, that these figures do not include the
honeymoon, which I think is an incredibly important part of the beginning of a marriage (don’t
worry - I will mention the word ‘honeymoon’ about 500 more times!).Also according to the
internet, the average length of engagement is 15 months. This number varies greatly; we were



married in less than 6 months but I know couples that have held off for over a year, and I’m
sure we all know that duo that seems to have been engaged for decades! In 2017, the biggest
parts of the budget were allocated to: %Ï Venue, around $15,000+%Ï Photographer at $3,000+%Ï
Music at over $1,000+%Ï Cake for $500%Ï Bridal Makeup $100+%Ï Food = $60 per person+ (100
guests x $60ea = $6,000) Those plus signs, though. The ceiling to the expenses can potentially
be limitless! I’ve found that when you attempt to go full bore traditional and by the book, so to
speak, your cost will also go full bore...through the roof!It is mentioned and repeated and
regurgitated on social media and in every bit of advice you will ever read about weddings, to
not take out a loan for your wedding, or to incur extra debt because of it.This does make sense,
as to start off a marriage in debt is not only an added bill and potential stressor, but also bad
luck!While these statistics may be intimidating to some, they are not to me because I KNOW
that if you can’t spend $60 per person per plate for dinner... You Don’t Have To!Chapter
TwoEarly PlanningAh, the planning phase.I think you could consider the entire experience "The
planning phase" ...Wedding planning is a very unique and creative experience. By unique and
creative, I mean with the distinct possibility of also being harrowing and slightly
traumatizing.I’m not going to mince words with you.It IS stressful.Unless you thrive in tense,
maniacal situations, you WILL be at least somewhat strained by planning your wedding.One
thing that I firmly advocate during this process is:
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cferri13, “Super easy read. Super easy read. Straight and to the point. Gives great options for
every aspect of the wedding. Love the checklists for a quick go to.”

The book by Pierre Berton has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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